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•	 FOREWORD
i^
This Intcrir , Technical Datn Ruport i s submitted to the NASA Laneley
Research tenter by AiRc:S arch Manufa^.turing Cornpany, a division of P _
Garrett Corporcition, Los Angeles, California.	 The docurent eras prepjrecr
in accorddnct- with the guidelines established by paragraph 6.3.3.2 of NASA
Stater:ent of Work L-4947-B.
Interim Technical Data Repot t. are generated on a quarterly basis for
rajor program tasks under the Hype r sonic Research Engine i'rojeLt. U1101
completion of a given task effort, a Final Technical Data Report grill be
submitted.
The document in hand presents a detailed technical dISCLPS *ICn of the
Instrurientdtion Program for the period c,f 24 August through 23 November 1967.
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I
j Symbol Definition
4
a
Li/L =• distance between deflection block and parallel
	 restraints
distance between deflection block and rear supports
^i
U angle of attack (airplane)
fl misalignment angle (error)	 -	 thrust block axis	 relative engine axis
Y angle of deflection block flexure relative null 	 position due to
indicated thrust
A deflection of block corresponding to indicated thrust
AA effective change of area of capacitor sensor due to thermal
expansion
AK displacement of mid-point of bottom portion of block due to thermal
t•}
expansion
[ AF force equivalent of effective change of area of capacitor
1
t'. AG
differential	 thermal	 expansion - engine to wishbone
displacement of mid-point of top portion of block due to thermal,H
expansion
AD difference in depth of flexures due to moment on block MB
t  increase in length of distance between block,and rear supports due
to thermal expansion
AL increase in length of distance between block and parallel	 restraints
I due to thermal expansion
AT displacement of thrust block (flexures)	 due to thermal	 expansion
of engine/wishbone
Ax effective displacement (along airplane axis 	 due to rotation of
capacitor centerplate under thermal
	
expansion)
Ay change in length of capacitor centerplate due to thermal 	 expansion
' Ao change in length of capacitor outer plates due to thermal 	 expansior
E modulus of elasticity for deflector block material
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SYMBOLS (Continued)
Symbol	 !lerinItion
Y.'
e,
e 
ea
e	 absolute errors in measurands
e
a
eb
e
c
f	 vibration frequency
f n	natural frequency of thrust/drag system (with engine)
f l (t)	 g, random vibration function - engine
fz(t)	 g 2 random vibration function - wishbone
F 
	
vertical force in a flexure due to the moment MB
FA	force at thrust block due to actuator motion
F K - FT	force on deflection block due to differential thermal expansion -
engine/wishbone
FKz	force on parallel restraints due to differential thermal expansion -
engine/wishbone
F K3	 force on rear supports due to differential thermal expansion -
engine/wishbone
FF	force along each flexure due to resolved vertical force at pin
angle y
FM	force at deflection block equivalent to displacement under moment
MB
FR	force at deflection block due to stiffness of parallel restraints
and rear supports
F 
	
(maximum) aero. force on engine in Z axis
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;'! E SYMBOLS ( Continued)
I
f Symbol Definition
I
g I	 f l (t) random vibration - engine
f2(t) random vibration - wishbone
1 GI(f) power spectral	 density of vibration gl
i
G2(f) power spectral	 density of vibration gz
1
M(f) gain factor wishbone/engine - across block (9 2	 to gI)
k I stiffness of deflection block
f' k2 parallel	 restraint	 stiffness	 axially
k,y rear support stiffness
L distance between deflection block and rear supports
L i distance between deflection block and parallel	 restraints
r
LZ distance between parallel 	 restraints and rear supports
L^ length of rear flexure under moment MB
Li length of forward flexure under moment MB
!` ? angle of rotation of center plate relative to vertical	 axis due to
thermal expansion
MB moment on block transferred through thrust pin
i
' µ coefficient of thermal 	 expansion of block
r µ c coefficient of thermal expansion of centerplate 
i
Ito coefficient of thermal expansion of outer plates and support
lj
n roll-off	 index of random vibration g
i N	 = X aircraft axial	 acceleration
{ x
{
N 
aircraft acceleration along Z axis	
l
i
- P horizontal component of force in each flexure due to reaction and
){ deflection angle y
W
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SYMBOLS (Continued)
Symbol Definition
q length of outer plates of capacitor
R N vertical	 force on thrust pin due to all
	 forces and moments
a standard deviation (error analysis)
T thrust block temperature - before engine firing
TA average temperature rise of block
TI
Tz
thrust block temperatures
T3
T4
TO temperature gradient along block
Tind indicated thrust
Tint internal	 thrust
B angle of pitch
w width of center plate of capacitor
W weight of engine
x length of thrust block - between (^'s of flexure
y length of center plate of capacitor
y rms value of response of gl
	 to 92
angle of centerplate to vertical under moment Mb
Z depth of thrust block
S damping ratio of thrust system (mechanical)
1.0 SUMMARY
During the third interim reporting period, 24 August 1967 through
23 November 1967 ) the instrumentation program for the Hypersonic Research
Engine (HRE) furthered the developments in each of the following categories:
c	 Thrust measurement
C	 Gas sampling
e	 Temperature measurement
c	 Pressure measurement
e	 System engineering
The following paragraphs describe the status of the principal cate-
gories of the HRE instrumentation development task after the third report-
ing period.
1.1 THRUST MEASURING SYSTEM
Further up-dating of the structural requirements, to provide a firm
basis for design, has necessitated a revised stress analysis. This analysis
and a heat transfer analysis are currently in progress. Vibration is still
the major factor in the structural considerations of the thrust block, but
It is anticipated that the temperature environment will not be as severe as
previously considered, thus alleviating the thermal expansion problems and
relaxing the requirements for the accelerometer.
The design of the other components remains basically unchanged.
1.2 GAS SAMPLING SUBSYSTEM
1.2.1	 Gas Analyzer
Modification of the mass spectrometer that will be used to analyze the
combustion gases Hz, H2O, N2, and 0 2 , has bten completed. Experimental data
shows that a step change in the composition of these gases at the entrance to
a 60 ft inlet tube of the mass spectrometer will reach 99 percent of the
final value within 2 to 5.5 per sec, when analyzing for Hp- . Shorter times
occur with the higher inlet pressures. An additional I to 1.5 sec are
required when analyzinr, simultaneously for H 2 O, N ?., and 0 2 . A light beam
oscillograph was used to make measurements during the tests at ambient tem-
perature with inlet pressure of 20, 30, and 50 psia.
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	 A manual or automatic selection of the gas species is oval Iahle. A
switch allows the operator to select either manual or automatic operation.
The gas analysis system provid%• . an analysis that is independent of the
temperature and pressure of the gas sample entering the 60 ft inlet tube.
During the past quarterly reporting period, the c as analyzer was used
in analyzing a Mach 3 gas sample of 16% helium and 84 9 nitrogen. The analysis
showed the composition to be the same (t1/2%) as when the gas sample was flow-
ing at nearly zero velocity.
1.2.2 Gas Sampling Total Pressure Probe
Fabrication of the initial probe is complete and fabrication of the
backup probe is continuing. Testing of the first probe has been initiated
and will continue upon completion of the 2 in. x 6 in. combustor installation
at North American Rockwell. The probe has successfully completed all tests
during this reporting period which include proof pressure, leak testing and
low temperature supersonic Plow tests with a known mixture ratio of bottled
gases to verify that the probe can capture a representative sample of gases
from a supersonic stream.
1.3 DOUBLE SONIC ORIFICE TOTAL TEMPERATURE PROBE
A device has been designed that will measure total temperature and pres-
sure in the HRE combustor test rig and bo%)erplate engine by two independent
-	
methods. The two independent temperature measuring methods are the double
sonic orifice technique and the calorimetric technique. The probe is designed
such that it can traverse the gas flow stream on any axial plane without
affecting the performance of the test rig in operation.
The analysis and detail design drawings for the probe have been completed
including an error analysis.
I'
Fabrication of the parts is approximately 90 percent complete and is con-
tinuing toward a completion date sometime after the initiation of the large
scale combustor tests, allowing the probe to be introduced into the test
program at a convenient time.
1.3.f Total Temperature Thermocouple I;
The HRE Statement of Work requires that instrumentation shall be provided
to determine the exhaust gas total temperature as one of the minimum require-
ments. A review of alternate methods of computing combustor efficiencies,
however, indicates that unless the determined temperature is extremely accurate,
the result would be largely indeterminate for this computation.
Figure 1.3-1 is a rough estimate of the percent error in equivalent chemical
efficiency to the percent error in total temperature for two inlet total tem-
peratures. The equivalent chemical efficiency is defined as the equivalent
amount of fuel which is completely combusted to the total amount of fuel injected..'
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Another approach to determine! the total terp ,.rature is from the thrust
measurement. The Ivac at the exit can be coripl-ted from. the indicated thrust,
inlet momentum, additive drag, mass flow, pressure and viscous forces acting
on the external surfaces (excluding wind shield) and the forces acting on the
nozzle plug.	 Error analysis indicates that if the indicated thrust is 2.5 per-
cent errt;r, it results in air 	 of 3 percent in Iva`. 	 Using this I vac , the
exit total temperature can be back-computed through I vac charts in conjunction
with flow rate and total pressure. Assuming that the total energy of the
system is conserved, the estimated error in total temperature is 2 percent.
1.4 SYSTEM ENGINEERING
Effort has continued during the past reporting period to design the
composite instrumentation system required for the first qualification engine.
This instrumentation is composed of items for both flight and ground testing.
The effort has concentr.^ted on definin g, the system's requirements for accuracies,
measurand locations and number, responses, environments and on determining the
system's pattern with respect to transducer types, responses cable routing, and
general concepts related to the instrumentation.
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2.0 THRUST/DRAG MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
2.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
The objective of the thrust/dra: measurement system is to detert; i ne the
internal thrust developed by the engfne du r ing powered flight, and to deter-
mine the drag experienced during cold engine flight. To det• urnine the
engine's internal thrust, all extraneous loads due to drag, inertia, gravity,
Interface cabling, and fuel and coolant lines must be assessed. The active
portion of the system is the deflection block. It forms part of the engine
suspension system and therefore must withstand both inertial and aerodynamic
loads and extremes of vibration: shock, and temperature.
Thrust will be measured calculating the deflection of a spring system.
Both	 ^itive displacement and strain gauge methods trill be evaluated to
sel(G­, ;k • better indicating system. The measurement system must be able to
opeiate in the following environments:
Force (over-range to 10:000 lb)	 5000 ib drag to 7000 lb thrust
Temperature	 -650F to +400°F
Frequency response	 0 to 10 cps
The revised thrust and drag force requirements are based on recent updated
estimates.
The upper temperature limit has been relaxedto 400°F ( from 5000,f
being a more realistic maximum (see Paragraph 2.4.3).
The system frequency response requirement of 0 to 10 cps is considered
sufficient in the computation of the internal thrust. The previous upper
limit of 100 cps was more applicable to the response of the deflection block
with regard to mechanical considerations ( see also Paragraph 2.4.2.6).
2.2 TOPICAL BACKGROUND
Several factors influence the design of the system. These factors are
the varying aerodynamic and inertial forces arising from maneuvering flight
conditions of the X-15 release, engine start and unstart, and landing. Sine
the deflection block forms one of the engine suspension parts, its structural
integrity must be assured as must be the compatibility of the HIRE with the
dynamic loading and jettison capabilities of the X-I5 airplane.
f
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	Before the exact internal tht •ust can be computed, specific knowledge of
external drag, frictional drag, aerodynamic drag, and resistance due to
cabling fluid lines and additional engine suspension must be obtained as well
as accu rate determinations of temperature and suspension stiffness.
Internal thrust must be known to compute the specific impulse. The rate
of fuel consumption must also be known. The allowable limit for error when
the internal thrust is determined is partially governed by errors which may
occur when the specific impulse is calculated.
The thrust block is subjected to extremes of temperatures which are
dependent on conduction and radiation from the engine and from aerodynamically
affected sources. Temperature is thus an important consideration in the selec-
tion of materInIs and components for the deflection block and the transducers
associated with the thrust, drag, pid inertial measurements which are close
to the block.
2.3 OVERALL APPROACH
2.3.1
	
Analytic al
The basic analytical approach remains the same as in previous Technical
Data Reports and in Reference I but has been expanded to include all factors
contributing to the indicated thrust reading. These factors are required to
evaluate the internal thrust and to assess the error in this evaluation.
Several are based on assumptions only and their contribution will be more
accurately determined during development testing.
Figure 2.3-i ili:Istrates the factor considered anyt'symbols used. The!
relationship of forces then becomes:	 `	 / ^
X	 r rJ	 rI	
t10 `	 ^^	 the ^`,^
T INT - TIN_D^+ WSIN 0 -I• WX + DE 
+ FR 
- 
FT 
- 
r I 
- 
R ± g I - FE - FM +
(See Paragraph 2.4.2 for derivations)
The actuator force FA is not included. Computation will use figures obtained
during actuator inactivity.
Indicated thrust will be determined wi'th a transducer, capa,itive or
strain gauge, which will measure the displacement in the clirection of thrust
from a_block mount('' between the engine and the airplane.
Aerodynamic drag force experienced during flight will be inferred from
static pressure measurements and correlated With data obtained during the
wind-tunnel engine testing phase.
Engine acceleration will be determined in flight with an accelerometer
of suitable frequency response. This accelerometer will be mounted on the
engine side of the deflection block.
The angle of pitch can be obtained from the'X-15 readout instruments.
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2.3.2 Experimental
Full scale rlodeis of the deflection block and transducers will be
subjected to a test program including the ass^ssment of the effects of high
and low temperattares, differential temperatures, dynamic and static character-
istics, vibration under simulated engine lot+ding, side leading-•, and frequency
response tests	 These models will be fabricated from materials selected on
structural and metallurgical bases and will incorporate both the capacitive
displacerient sensor and strain gauge sensors.
2.4 ANALYTICAL DESIGN
	
2.4.1	 Analytical Design of th(; Deflection Block
The deflection block is the spring of a force measuring transducer and,
at the same time one of the structural elements of the aircraft to ramjet
interface.
Because of these multiple purp05es, the folloairiq loads have been
considered when designing ehe deflection block:
•	 Inertial
•	 Aerodynamic
•	 Thrust
•	 Vibration
Revision of the structural load requirements 'Reference 4) and subsequent
changes in the instr,'ment range have necessitated a further stress analysis.
A new problem statement has been issued to cover the later requirements.
	 It
contains a summary of the design factors as follows:
Re f er-
	
ence	 Factor	 V-lue	 Remarks
	
I	 Maximum indicated	 7000 lb	 Steady-state
thrust (measured)
	
2	 Maximum thrust over-	 10,000 ib	 Static test
load (test
con di t i on)
	
3	 Maximum indicated	 5,500 lb	 Steady state
drag (measured)
	
4	 Maximum drag over-	 7,500 lb	 Static test
_	 load (test
conditio,.;
1W
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I
I
iReIer-
^ncc Factor Value Reno3rks
5 Deflection under 0.003	 in. Linear
condition	 I
6 Temperature	 range -65°F	 to	 +400r'F
(operational) Mriy	 be	 revised	 . s	 result
of	 current	 heat	 transfer
7 Temperature	 range -65°F	 to	 +50001 analysis
(design' ...
.^'„tYyl1 • r rrA
	
y	 !'.-1f-'.2wi1R7^.Yl7Ml!'Mw^	 •%w Ai+•c_
'	 8 Temperature gra- 2001'F Engine	 to wishbone
dient
	
across	block"'
(Max!
YY..- ..r v	 hr+ .Or
Temperature	 gra- 100°F Along block
client
	
along	 block
(max.)
	
.... '"
10 Axial	 stiffness
	
of Zero For	 design purposes
rear mounts
^•rs
II Cross	 axial	 stiff- 0.25	 x	 10 6	)b/ (Inc)ucliog	 intermediate
ness of	 rear mounts in.	 (each)	 with mounts)
(2) respect
	
to the
- i	 T.eng ne
12 Vibration 10 cps	 to 31	 cps Consider cs	 separate
(iest	 condition) -0.03	 in., 31	 cps requirement.	 Magi) ifica-
to 2000 cps 3 g tion at
	
resonance 6 to
	
1
13 Vibration 10 to 2000 cps Consider as complementary
(in	 flight) white noise	 PSD requirement.	 Magnifica-
0.018	 9 2 1cps tion	 factor 6	 to	 I	 at	 200
peaks to 3o cps,	 Roll-off above	 200
cps	 at	 12 db/octave
14 Landing shock 6.8	 g normal
-1	 g	 transverse
15 Landing	 vibration --- Low frequency,	 high ampli-
tude.	 High	 forces	 riot
involved
16 Flight	 conditions See Reference 4 Cowl	 drag not	 acting on
thrust	 block
Oil-17 Material	 for	 thrust 6M-5V,	 r4
block Span- IC
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2.4. 1. 1
	
Stress Analysisl
Tile	 ^C ,l^	 a ly^j^^ 4t nrrsnn l ^^	 A5 before, test
vibration sinusoidal input krefer Statement of Work, Paragraph 4.6.2.1,1} is
a governing factor in the flexure thickness and some redesign to give an
effective larger length to thickness ratio and consequent lower stress has
been suggested.
2.4.2 Derivation of Forces
The forces acting on the thrust block have been assessed with respect to
their effect on the internal thrust calculation and their influence on the
anticipated error in the calculation. The following derivations are made;
2.4.2.1 Resolved Vertical Force F I -Due to Misalignment
--^ ^-e
	
WNZ 
	
7 QH are lice re3vuIM r4mll CNIi
7 Q N I ter reack,,r aF t44
fear sulfatft,
Resolving horizontally
	
IRN a• 21114 = (FZ - WNZ ) sin 6
Resolving vertically
	
IRN + 2 11 N = (FZ - WN Z) cos 6
Since the thrust block is considerably stiffer in the horizontal direction
than the rear supports Z R H can be approximated to zero.
Then
IRN = (F Z - WNZ) sin 6
F I	 = -(FZ - WNZ) sin S	 1.1
AIRESEARCII MANUTACTURINC DIVISIONa^^^•••	 67-3020
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Taking values
F2	754 lb
NZ = 2.0 g
W = 800 lb
i3	 I deg, max
giving
F I . = +14.7 1b
2.4.2.2 Force'Due o^Differential Thermal Expansion, FT
Differential thermal expansion between the wishbone and the engine will
give rise to a deflection of the block and the rear support. Consider the
following simplified spring system.
I wuHncNf,
ki	 le	
L kivvtiw
k/^rrGo,
	 Parallel	 Rra^
Bl.ck	 I	 RgiraiNFr	 SuRF641
(fact I:tnAII
L
Let
FKI — force on deflection block
FK = force on parallel restraints
z
FK = force on rear supports
3
increase in length of L I due to thermal expansion
p L I =
AL = increase in length of L due to thermal expansion
A  = displacement of deflection block
GA.Z^.. AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING DIVISION 	 W-3020
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Equaling forces
•	 J^	 1
FKI 
= FK2 + FK3	 Gp	
;
Therefore	 I
K I AT ° Kz ( A LI -AT ) i K 3 	 AL-AT)
kAT (KI+K2•IK3) = K 2 ALI i' K 3 AL
	
K2 ALI + K3 AL	 ft
	
AT 
- K I a K----	 f t"
if	 ^^k7
K I >>> K 3 •I• K2	 I;
and
I
L I /L = a
Then?
A L	 I'.
AT = K
I
 [aK 2 + K 3 1	 2.1
	 1,
Force
FKI = ATKI
	
FKI - FT 
= A L [aK2tK3]	 2.2
Assuming values	 ('	 uCc A
AL = o. ire.	
'fo^a^ ^°a	 ^aTre s, ETC.
	
E	 I.
K 2 = 500 lb/in.&^ 10 1041 t 1
K3 = 1000 W in.	 G	 PI N
a	 0.5 `` 
^Es1S7,g^JC^	 '
Then	 ReA A b ^ 1^.
	 ^!,'^.^`	 1a !.
FT = 125 lb
e
_.___._.r
..	 ORIGQI
OF a A^
	
^
^ 
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2.4.2.3 Resolved Vertical Force Due to Deflection of Thrust Block - R
j	
x
I	 ' W
I
Verfi is I
	 L
RN ! ^ fora ON PIN ((U[ fo QII 'uItPS Gnd MoM rN ^s
The force R N will produce a compressive force F  in each flexure. The
horizontal component of this force will be P
P=F F sin y
and
F  = 1/2 R N/cos y
R	 '
P = 2N tan y
Let the deflection under the load (horizontal) be A
then
tan y A/y
R
P	 2'N A/y
;t
;t
^_ ) AIRESEARCH MANurArl URING DIVISION{iNpN!\/\	 Iq Mtrut. C/41pw	 67-.)020
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r
It I
L. _L
	
f	 I	 I	 1	 i	 I	 i
.	
Now
A	 T Ind /KI
where Tind
	
indicated thrust
K i = flexure stiffness
Total horizontal force
R = 2P = RNKTynd	 1.3	
{
Assuming values
	
RN 	requires computation from all forces and moments and is
a variable of rear support position, inertia forces,
internal thrust, etc. To give a typical value for R,
p°	
RN
will be taken as 10 000 lb (based on revious stress
analyses)
	 r
	 I
T ind/KI = 0.003 in. (design)
y = 1.4 in. (present design)
C.	 R = 21.4 lb	
u•	 ^. _w_ _..
	 ..b ..
2.4.2.4 Effect of Transferred Moment MB
F
The effect of MB will be to give uneven forces in each fl'txure
	
i
F bx = M B	 Fb = MB/x	
ONGINAD PAGE I$
OF PWR RUA=
[r
4 .'	 = 40/Z
L,
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Mean displacement of center plate
•	 D = y>1/2
I'D
D =2Z
Now
AD = FBA
E : Young's modulus
Fb • y
D
=2EZ
Equivalent force FM
F b ' y K I
FM
_	
2EZ
K I = block stiffness
I c.
I
or
MB . y KI
F M	 2E x
Assuming values
MB = -500 lb in.
[based on applied moment -25,000 lb in. and coefficient of friction 0.023
y = I in.
K I	2 x 10 6 Win.
E = 16 x 106 (titanium),	 Ib/in.Z
x = 2 in.
Z = 1.4 in.
500x I x 2 x 106
FM	 2x 16x 10 6 x 1.4x2
FM	II.Z lb
(< • F.. AIRESCARCH MANUFACTURING DIVISIONO^MM
^	 IT.M.N. b4lwrw
2.4.2.5 Parallel Restraint Force FR
R	 The parallel restraints include fuel lines, electrical cables, and for the
purposes of the derivation of F R , also the rear supports (see 2.4.2.2)
K2 + K3
FR = K I + K2 + K S	 Tind
K I - deflection block stiffness
tj
Kx =stiffness of fuel lines, etc.
K 3	stiffness of rear supports
Since
KI >>K2 +K3
K2 i. i'.3
FR	 KI	 Tind	 4.1
Assuming values
K 2 = 500 lb/in.
K 3 = 1000 Win.
K I = 2 x 10 6 lb/in.
Tind	 6000 lb
FR = 4.5 lb
2.4.2.6 Inertial Force and Vibration, (W • x, go
Weight W	 fir'
The weight of the engine and accessories can be determined accurately.
It must be included in the error analysis, however ) due to the uncertainty of
the effective weight-cable and piping clamping, variation of fuel flow. Nomi-
nal maximurr, effective weight is around 800 lb.
	
cw wvr AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING DIVISION 	 67-3020
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These yield G = 0.00307 g (compare with range of inertial
acceleration I - 39)
b7-3020
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AcccicraCinn x
The accelerometer provided will respond dawn to zero frequency and up to
some defined upper frequency. It will thus respond to
Aircraft acceleration `Nx)
Vibration (gl)
Variations in force (T Ind )
There will also be cross-acceleration response from all directions
(principally y and z axes).
The thrust block will also respond to the forces named above and it must
be possible to eliminate the acceleration and vibration responses and leave
the force variations.
Considering a frequency response of 0 - f cps for the accelerometer and
a force variation of 10 percent max 
TInd' t hen the peak acceleration associated
with the force variation will be given by G where
G = cf7D
f	 where	 c = constant
D = displaceme,; variation peak
G = cf 2 x 0.1 D
max	
Dmax = deflection of block under
max indicated thrust
Tvoical Values
f = 10 cps
D	 = 0.003 in
max
c = 0. 102
Vibration dI
The vibration will be gI f I (t) where fI(t) is a random function on the
engine side of the block, and gz ^ fz(t), where fa(t) Is a random function on
the airplane side.
The thrust block will respond to the differential displacement and will
be small at frequencies well below the system resonance and a maximum at
resonance. The accelerometer, however, on the engine side of the block, will
respond to the absolute acceleration of the engine, gI .- f I (t) (vibration).
Therefore direct cancellation of the vibration components are not possible.
However, as will be shown, filtering on the outputs to below 10 cps will yield
Insignificsnt vibration data. The acceleroi.-&ter will still need to handle this
vibration signal unless the vibration is mechanically filtered,
Consider gz = f 2 (t) as an input to the system
let	 gI - f l (t) be the response of the system, taken as a single degree
of freedom system, resonant frequency f n, damping ratio 5
let	 GI(f) be the power spectral density of the response
and	 Gz(f) be the power spectral density of the input
then	 GI(f) _ IH(f)l z Gz(f), where IH(f)l is the gain factor
1z
I+( 2 F f 
JI H(f )Iz	 n
	
f 	 i 2 g f
	
n	 n
f	 = frequency
The total mean square value of the response y z is given by
m
yz = J G I (f) df
0
W
y z
 =(H(f)^ z Gz(f) df
0
Substituting and integrating by the method of residues for Gz(f) constant
TTf n ( I + 4;z ) Gz
Yz -	 4y
where Gz - value of Gz(f)
••• AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING DIVISION 	 $7-3020
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1f ; is small eorpared to unity
rrf G2
n
y 2
	
4 I
Typical values
f n
 M 150 cps
G 2 " 0.018 9 2 /cps (Statement of Work)
E = 0.05 (magnification of 10 to 1)
y2	 42.3 ^2
"y=6.5 g
(note that the input 0.018 g 2 /cps 20-2000 cps = 6.0 g rms)
This means that the accelerometer, if able to respond to the resonant
frequency of the system, will have 6.5 g rms random acceleration signal in
addition to the steady acceleration of approximately 2 g. The need to have
as small a range as possible to reduce errors would present problems of over-
load and distortion.
Filtering on the input, by design of accelerometer, or mounting technique
would remove this problem. The signal content below 10 cps would be quite
small.
Assume 24db/octave roll-off below 20 cps from spectral density of
0.018 92/cps.
The rms value below 10 cps would then be [to I cps]
'GL
 
f,	 I _ (( 1
11
n	 \f /n
'where f, = lacer frequency
f 2 = upper frequency
n = db/octave - I
rms value =	
C0.078.1 {
'I - (10 _ j
rms value = 0.05 g
(
d2.4.2.7 Deflection Block Thermal Expansion - FE
x	 T3 >T 4 >T I >T2
T 2 - T I = T< - T3
—	 Ambient temperature < T
	
Iet51Go(	 (initial)
	
pfahr,	 x, y, z at ambient
	 W
-	 ad	 ^	 1 ^—I
Y3	 7,,
Consider the rectangle ! abed' rxpalrifnq under the temperatures T, T 2 T3 Ty.
f^ y
s
i	 -
CC -
Each arm will expand linearly along its length
Consider the arm ab
Let temperature at midpoint h be T3
Then displacement of h (in direction x) will be
6h = 2 [/T 1 2 
Ts - T>	 (T, 2 "g - T
bh
 = 9 ( T i - T2)
µ = coefficient of expansion
^^ «.•• AIRMARCH MANUFACTURING DIVISION
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If the displacements are -small, each arm can be so treated ignoring the
effect of the non-squareness of a'blc'd',
than	 Air
	
Ex-
 
(T 4 - Ty)
but T A - T s = Tz - TI
Ak = Ah
Thus the relative motion in the x (thrust) direction is confined to the
rotation of the centerplate relative to the fixed capacitor plates. Another
effect is the change in capacitor area (decrease).
x-direction relative motion (effective) = Ax
Ax =2 sine
Aa l d ,	 Abici
Very nearly	 sin X =	 c'd,
sin X	 (T, + T, _ T, + Tk µZ2	 g ) x
sinA = xl Z [( T s - T4) + (TI - Tz)a
sin	 I'LZ [T I - Tz]_.
(since Ts - T 4 =, T I - Tz)
Ax = ^ [T I - Tza
Equivalent force F E = ^ k, [T I - T2.1
Ic, = block spring constant .
Assuming values
µ = 5.1 x 10"6/6F
Z = 1.4 in.
y = 0.9 in.
it, =2x 106 Win.
r^
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H (.
x = 2	 1n;
Ti - TZ	1000 F (assumed)	 [see Paragraph 2.4.33
+
5.1	 x	 1.4x0.9x	 100x2
FE	 lb2x2
F E = 320 lb
Change of area
Let width of centerplate 	 w
Then change of effective area = w[e'f' - W - w py - °2 o
where	 Ay = change in length of centerplate
Ao = change in length of outer plate
Let change of area = AA
A,
	
+ b'c'
	
- Z - A	 - A= C 	 Y	 o'wA 2
rll
AA = I Aa2dt + ^b2^i - Ay - 60
J 
w
Let thermal expansion coefficient of centerplate = µ c
and thermal expansion coefficient of outer plate = µo
(and support)
then
	 AA = w[2 t T^ P 
T, - T) µZ + 2 (Ts 2 T-6 - T) µZ
+ T, 4 T, +-T& - T>(µcy + µoq)^
approximately
AA , w (T, + T2 4 T, + TA - T1[µZ - µcy - poq]
The change in capacity will
	
be directly proportional	 to the change in area;
the effective force associated with such a change will be
AA
A 	 A	 Tind
ew oerr AIRESFARCH MANUFACTUR14G DIVISION 67-3020IM ^n^IN. [I51pM1
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A area
A = wy (approx.)
'
6f =
Tind	 T, + T2 + T % + Tc
- T,C C:>.z	 - µcY - µoq^	 4
Therefore, Af =
6000 [(250 -	 100)(1.4 x 5.1 - 2 x 0.9)]	 10"60 9
i Af=5.3lb
t1
}}^ Assuming values
i t Tind
= 6000 lb T = 100°F
f^
y = 0.9	 in. µ =
5.1	 x	 10'6/°F
i
Tj = 200°F µc =
I	 x	 10-6/°F
T  100°F µp = I	 x	 10-6/°F
q = 0.9	 in. Z = 1.4	 in.
i
f
1
T3 = 400°F Ts = 300°F
fi 2.4.2.8	 Indicated Thrust
The following figures are given
T int = 5950 lb--up-to-date flight condition
W = 800 lb
0 = 8.8 deg--up-to-date flight condition
_.^ lF = -2 g--(aircraft acceleration -2 g)
D
E
= 699	 lb--up-to-date flight condition
FR = 4.5	 lb
t
I FT =	 125	 lb
d
fI
f FI =	 14,7	 lb
4
R = 21.4	 lb
1I
M
a^^.•^^ AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING DIVISION of-3020
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FE
	
	 320 lb--latest heat transfer analysis will lower this figure
(see Paragraph 2.4.3)
FM = -11.2 lb
AF	 5.3 lb
F
These yield
TInd a 7189 lb
2.4.3 Heat Transfer Analysis
Prelimi
^
n
L
ary
^
_re
^
sults
j-.^iltm^{aiCA^YWWISIY.r,Fnnµ
Thi.S_^^t<?u.td_.raclt>r.e.-.
and allow the fitting f- - a standard temperatur+-range accelerometer.
-auwR w+R+srRra,w..wrvven+^s.
2.4.4 Error Analysis
The error analyses so far conducted have been based on the relationship
Tint - Tind A- W sin 8 + WR + DE
Figures so established were published in Referenes I 	 end indicate a
3 o error of ±3 percent in the internal thrust (Re erence 2) a'n7percent
n the Inrlc'aTd""1:•firust (Reference 1). However these errors were derived
using different methods and with assumed parameter values which updating has
changed. Consequently revised error analyses are necessary and should include
the effect of the various factors discussed in the previous pages. The
required accuracy of ±2.5 percent for the indicated thrust measurement is
considered necessary to meet the requirement of determining the internal
specific impulse to within 5 percent or better.
	 It is important in stating
these errors that they be defined and for the purposes of error analysis 3 a
errors are considered.	 lr ,I^ -the rev ised1 block deV gn_has been established..if	 3 	 .	
- X s. •. _e' taR^.i' 1.and the ,heat „^tCansfer,; ;analysis.:con si,di,dered^,cer^ert
 ai,n„Pactor
s
 such as'tlie	 •'^
cU,Upren,tial- thermal,expans!on of ^the, biock,.^cannot,,be. truly assessed."
	 v,
Accordingly this report
 will show only the method _o^,,Gr,[gC;
	 Jy51s,' -Thb`	-
pgssible need to minimize errors in some of the contributory calculands by
redesign or more critical measurement will be assessed after consideration of
the detailed analysis ,
 and development testing.,
POOR QU	 * r .aF 
.r:
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2.4.4.1
	
Analysis Technique
2.4.4.1.1	 Definition of Errors
Guarantee Maximum Error
Standard Error
Probable Error
3a Error
No error wiII be greater than the guarantee
maximum error
The probability is that 99.7 percent of
all errors will fie between the limits !3
tla
10.675a. The probability is that 50 percent
of all errors will lie between the limits
•10.6750
NOTES: (a) The probabilit y errors are based on a random Gaussian
distribution;a = standard deviation
(the 3a error probability is applicable to other distributions)
(b) The ^guarantee maximum error should be at least a 6a error
2.4.4.1.2 Measurand Error
The errors are randomly distributed about a common mean, namely the value
of the measurand (there may also be a systematic error but this is determinate
^..	 and is not included in the random assessment). The mean square method is used
to sum the random errors as follows:
Let the contributory error be e l e2 e 3 ..... etc.
Let the total error be e
then
e=.el -r e2 +e3 +
Since all errors have a common mean, they may be relative or absolute in the
above relationship. Theymust all be similarly defined (e.g. 3a)
2.4.4.1.3 CalculandlEEErrror
In this case the errors are not distributed about the required mean (true
calculated value) but are distributed about the particular calculand mean.
They must therefore be weighted in accordance with the effect of a small
change in the calculand on the calculated value. For a given set of calculands
pp	 it is unlikely that all errors will be at a maximum and rather will be randomly
tz_•
ti
awwww AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING DIVISION	
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distribuCed. Applying this to a large number of sots of calculands, the
errors will follow a random probability distribution. To determine the
overall error a weighted root mean square method is used as follows:
Let P be a function of a, b, c, .....
P = f(a ) b, c.....)
Let absolute error in P, a, b, c..... be e P, ea , e b, ec.....
Then
	V C	
/e =	 ^) Z + (e	 ^)z+ I
	
^^Z+.......
p	 Aa	 b	 jb	 c do
2.4.4.1.4 Application to Errors in Internal and Indicated Thrusts
The random error associated with a particular measurand, e.g. acceleration
is obtained by reference to manufacturer's data ) environment (e.g estimation
of temperature and effect on thermal drift), instrument range, other associated
equipment (power supplies), recording accuracy, etc. It is important to
determine the error definition (guarantee probable 3a). The individual
measurand errors can then be combined using the relationship in Paragraph
2.4.4.1.3 to give the estimated overall error. Known or estimated values are
used for the terms ;jp/aa . dp/?Ib etc.
From Paragraph 2.3.1
T
int - Tind + W sin 0 + Wx + DE + FR - FT - R 1 FE	 FM + "F
Using the derivations covered under 2.4.2 this becomes
a - R
T int = T ind (1 +	 KI n + bTA ) + W (sin 8 + x + cN Z )- KI(dMb+TO)
- (eF2 + fAG)
where a,b,c,d,e,f are constants
RN = normal block reaction
k I = block spring constant
TA = average temperature rise of block
W = effective weight
67-3020-
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0 = angle of pitch
acceleration of airplane
vertical acceleration
vertical force
moment transferred to block
temperature gradient along block
AG = differential thermal expansion between engine and wishbone
NOTES:	 (a)	 K I	will	 itself be a function of the block reaction RN and
decrease under a compressive load
(b)	 Somc of the above terms are small and may be ignored in the
error analysis eg 
T ind	 b TA
l
f
 (c)	 Also to be included	 in the error analysis are any errors
i	 i introduced by the unknown portion of the vibration 	 (see
1
t
Paragraph 2.4.2.6)
i
2.4.5	 Thrust Block Signal Conditione r
Minor circuit modification 	 is envisaged to provide an attenuator	 in the
output.	 This will	 reduce the maximum output signal 	 to	 15 my to be compatible
c
with the aircraft data recording system.
2.5
	
Future Action
The acceptance of a design to meet the latest structural and	 instrumental
I' requirements will	 be followed by the fabrication of a development test block.
Error and heat transfer analyses may influence the design and development
testing will	 show the validity of some assumptions made 	 in the instrument
performance (e.g.	 temperature effects).	 A capacitor test block design will
be completed in the near future.	 This block will	 form part of an assembly
including the capacitor displacement transducer which will be used to
evaluate the transducer and to provide a stable reference capacitor for
I; developing the electronic signal 	 conditioning equipment.	 Early tests will
i
establish the structural	 integrity of the block and the dynamic behavior.
it
f.
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3.0 GAS SAMPLING SUBSYSTEM
The purpose of the gas sampling subsystem shown schematically in Figure
3.0-I, is to indicate the composition of the combustion gases. This subsystem
is only to be used during ground tests in support ofthe 2 in. by b in. com-
bustor development testing and Phase II bollerplate engine testing.
The gas sampling subsystem design effort is divided into two separate
areas, (1) the analyzer and (2) the probe. Each is discussed in Paragraph 3.1
and 3.2 0 respectively. The analyzer determines the composition of the gas
received from the probe. The probe is used to capture a representative sample
of gas from thu supersonic combustion stream, reduce its velocity to subsonic
speeds, and feed a continuous sample into the analyzer.
3.1 ANALYZER
3.1.1 Problem Statement
The NASA Statement of Work requires an analysis of the gases captured by
C` 	the gas sampling probe to determine the extent hydrogen mixes into the main
air stream.
The analyses are to be restricted to hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and
water vapor with direct readouts in volume percent or sufficient information
to calculate the volume percents.
3.1.2 Topical Background
The Hypersonic Research Engine Program requires an on-line gas analysis
capability for supersonic combustion tests. To fulfill this requirement, a
sample will be taken from a burning hydrogen and air mixture, cooled, and then
analyzed for H Z , Oz, H 2 0, and N Z species which are expected to comprise at
least 97 percent of the sample. From the resulting information, the atomic
balance of hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen will be determined. It can then be
determined if the hydrogen content increases due to hydrogen and air miring in
the combustor.
At the lowest temperature of the conditioned sample, free radical concen-
trations including NO, OH, H, 0, and N, which are uncharged, are expected to
be negligible. The gas analysis method described here will determine if the
radical concentrations really are negligible at the low temperature.
Mixing information, derived from gas analysis, will be used as a para-
meter for determining combustor lengths.
c'
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,.1.3 Overall Approach
The percentage of 0 7 , N 2i H 2 O, and Hz will be mea
possible to eliminate the N, measurement by making the:
difference between 100 percer; and tht• sum (if 0 2 , H2O,
of N 2 . If only three specie_, were mea •.cred irsteac4 of
rate could result. However, the procedure would force
100 percent.
cured.	 It might be
as;t ­npt I,--)n that the
and H 2 it, thy
 percuntdy.:
four, a h;9h,.r samplic.A
a s •;nthetic total of I
Every gas that %-. ,ould cause a deviation ;run a 100 percent total would
require an explanation and an opportunity to d;stover errors.	 Soy during the
2 in. by 6 in. combustor, and the Phase II boilerplate engine tests, all four
gases will be measured as independent pereenta.Jes with a mass spectrometer.
The mass spectrometer admits gas species, ionizes then,,, and sorts the
ions on the basis, of their ma-.,!.-*-o-charge ratio. 	 Figurc 3.1-1 is a :thematic
of a mass spectrometer as it will be used in the combustor tests. 	 Figure
3.1-2 and 3.1-3 show front and rear views of the mass spectrcrneter.
The mass spectrometer auxiIiory cabinet is shown in Figure 3.1-4. The
components of the auxiliary cabinet, identified from top to bottom, are as
follows:
(a) Baratron pressure measuring device (for gold leak area)
(b) Baratron control panel (valvinq for pressure sensor)
(e) Peak selector panel
(d) Calibration gas selector
(e) Heater cuntrols (to heat lines to prevent water vapor condensation)
(f) Vacuum pump (reference pressure for pressure sensor)
(g) Calibration system at combustor (not shown)
A, shown in Figure 3.1-I, gas entvrs the capillary inlet at near ambient
pressures and is pulled, by a vacuum pump, through the capillary tubes into
the gold leak area. There, the pressure is reduced to about 2 nmt Hg. The
gold foil has 6 holes that are approximately 0.0004 in. dio.
	
Gas travels
through these holes into the ionizing region whore uncharged rioleeulLs such
as 0 2 and N 2 are bombarded with a stream of electrons. This bombardment re-
sults in one or more electrons being stripped from the previously uncharged
molecule resulting in a positively charged ion. 	 This ion moves under the
influence of static electric fields and the magnetic field of a permanent mag-
net. For any one value of an electric field, ions of only one mass-to-ehargc
ratio can travel through the slits and arrive at the collector. Many ions
piling up on the collector create a small current which is amplified and
finally displayed on a recorder.
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Figure 3.1-4.	 Mass Spectrometer Auxiliary Cabinet
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t The mass spectrometer was designed specifically to produce a continuous
record displaying the composition of gas entering a 12 foot long capillary
tube. The instrument rapidly responds to a step change in gas composition at
the inlet to the capillary. The recorder may be calibrated to read in volume
percent (same as mole percent at ambient pressure) the amount of any gas
species. The instrument's sensitivity is very nearly the same for all gases.
The record is easy to understand. For example, water vapor, with a molecular
weight of I8 0 appears as 10, and nitrogen, with a molecular weight of 20,
appears as 20.
The mass spectrometer can accurately measure the percentage of every
stable gas. Also, the mass spectrometer, can determine the position of free
radicals. The spectrometer's sensitivity may be estimated by assuming the
sensitivity !s similar to oxygen, nitrogen, or water vapor. At each position
of free radicals, peaks may appear on the readout due to the presence of
heavier molecules being fragmented or multiply charged.
3. 1.4 Experimental Effort
3.1.4,1
	
Constant Conditions at Capillary Inlet
3.1.4.1.1 Mass Spectrometer Gas Consumption
The amount of gas (in cm 3 at ambient temperature and pressure) consumed
by the mass spectrometer depends on whether 3 or 4 capillaries are used.
The gas consumption of the mass spectrometer, when 4 sections are used
(sections 7, 8 1 9 0 10, Table 3.1-1), was experimentally determined to be
0.4 cm3 /sec when the gold leak pressure-ranged between 1.1 and 50 mm Hg.
The gas consumption of the mass spectrometer when 3 sections are used
(sections 8, 9, 10, Table 3.1-1) was experimentally determined to be 10.5
cm 3 /sec when the gold leak pressure . ranged between 8 and 50 mm Hg.
3.1.4.1.2 Gold Leak Pressure vs Ion Gauge Pressure
When the gold leak foil becomes plugged, the ionization gauge pressure
drops. As an aid in determining whether the gold leak foil is plugged, which
results in a drop in instrument sensitivity, value; are given which were
experimentally determined for a new gold leak foil. A plugged foil would pro-
duce lower ionization pressures for corresponding gold leak pressures than the
'..onization pressures shown. These values will be used as an index for future
trouble shooting.
Gold Leak Pressure
	
Ion Gauge Pressure
1.0 mm Hg (0.04 in. Hg)
2.5 mm Hg (0.10 in. Hg)
5.0 mm Hg (0.2 in. Hg)
23 mm Hg (0.91 in. Hg)
1.4 x 10 . 6 mm Hg
3.0 x 10- 6
 mm Hg
no data
28 x 10- 6
 mm H9
4;  
The mass spectrometer wati desire _;f ,pccifically to pro duce a continuous
record displaying the coriposition of gas ,^ntci int1 a 12 foot lorry capi I lacy
tube.	 The instrument rapidly responds to a step thany, in gas coinpositian at
the inlet to the capillary. 	 The recorder nri4y be calibrated to read in volume;
percent (same as mole percent at j. bient pres;.ure) the arnount of any gas
species.	 The instrunu^-nt's ,ensitivity is very n,.arly the sari ,_ for all gases.
The record is easy to -,rid%rstarid. 	 for example., water vapor, with a molecular
weight of 18, appears a^ 18, and nitrogen, ,-rith a !,oleeular Freight of 23,
appears as 20,
The mass spectrometer car, accurately r,easure the percentage of every
stab It- rear .	 Also, the mass spectrometer, can determine the position of free
radicals.	 The spectrometer's sensitivity may be estimated by assuming thr
sensitivity ; s similar to oxygen, nitrogen, or water vapor. At each position
of free radicals, peaks may appear on the readout due to the pre%cnce of
heavier molecules being fraginented or multioly charged.
3.1.4	 E:•perimcntal Effort
3. 1 .4. 1	 Cons tan t Cundi t ion s at Capi I lard- InIct
I	 3.1.4.1.1	 Mass Spectrometer Gas 'onsumption
The amount of gas (in cm  at amuient temperature and pressure) consumed
by the mass spectrometer depends on whether 3 or 4 capillaries arc used.
The gas consumption of the mass spectrometer, when 4 sections are used
(seetio-is 7, 8, 9, 10, Table 3.1-1), was experimentally determined to be
0.4 cm 3 /sec when the gold Icak pressure ranged behveen I.I and 5C min Hg.
The gas consumption of the mass spectrometer when 3 sections are used
(sections 8, 9, 10, Table 3.1-1) was experimentally determined to be 10.5
em 3 ,'sec when the gold leak pressure ranged between 8 and 50 rnni Hg.
3.1.4.1.2 Gold Leak Pressure vs Ion Gauge Pressure.
When the gold ieak foil becomes plugged, the ionization gauge pressure
drops.	 As an aid in determining whether the gold leak. foil is plugged, which
results in e drop in instrument sensitivity, values-are given v,hich were
experimentally determined for a new gold leak foil. A plugged foil would pro-
duce lower ionization pressures for corresponding gold leak, pressures than the
.on,ization pressures shown. These values will be used as an index for future
trouble shooting.
Gold Leak Pressures	 Ion Gauge Pressure
i
I.0 mm Hy (0.04 in. Hg)	 1.4 x 10 -6 mm Hg
2.5 nun Hg (0.10 in. Hg)	 3.0 x 10 -6 min Hg
5.0 nmi H9 (0.2 in. Hg)	 no data
23 iron Hg (0.91 in. Hg) 	 28 x 10- 6 run Hg
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f TABLE 3.1-1
INLET TUBE SYSTEM DETAILS
i
/-PROBE
H ^1' -C-^ Y	 MASS
SPECTROMETER
CALIBRATION
GAS SELECTOR
TUBING DETAILS
Z .	 Inside
Tube	 Diameter,
	
Length,	 Gas Temperature,
	
No.	 Mils	 ft-	 OR
	1 	 72	 1	 3650
	
2	 238	 1	 1560
	
3	 120	 30	 860
	
4	 62	 1	 735
	
5	 32	 0.17
	 735
	
6	 62	 1	 735
	
7	 13	 5.1	 685
	
8	 27	 5.8	 6B5
	
9	 55	 6.3
	 685
	
10	 101	 5.2	 685
Position Description
(a) Input to gas sampling tube
(b) 3 psia relief valve (P - 17.7 psia max)
(c)- 0.15 psia relief valve (P =.14.85 psia max)
(d) 0.2 psia pressure at mass sped-ometer gold leak
n
4j
i
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i	 3.1.4.2 Variable Conditions at C.apiIlary Inlet
3.1.4.2.1	 Quantity of Gas Provided by Inlet System
The pressure at point "a" Table 3.1-1 must be high enough to force enouc:h
gas through the tubing and out tube 6 to provide the mass spectrometer with
the gas it consumes. Depending on whether tube 7 is used or not the consump-
tion of the mass spectrometer is 0.4 or 10.5 cm 3 /sec. The gas flow from tube
6 was experimentally determined for various pressures at "a." Results are
shown in Table 3.1-2. This table shows that the pressure at "a" must be
slightly higher than I psig to supply 10.5 cm 3 to the mass spectrometer.	 If
the pressure is less than this, a partial vacuum will exist within the tubing
upstream of tube 7. Leaks in the system will then degrade the analysis of
the gas sample front 	 probe because air will dilute the sample.
Experiments may be done to determine the effects of leaks on the analysis
when the pressure at "a" is less than one atmosphere.
The inlet system shown in Table 3.1-1 was simulated except that tube 3
was 40 rather than 30 feet long.
The pressure Pz indicates pressure (psig) at the point where tubes 2 and
3 join. The purpose of removing tube 7 would be to decrease the transport
time of the gas sample.
TABLE 3.1-2
QUANTITY OF GAS AVAILABLE TO
THE MASS SPECTROMETER FOR VARIOUS I14LET PRESSURES
Pressure at
nan
(Table 3.1-1)	 P2	 Gas F1'ow
I psig
	
I psig	 10 standard cro s per sec
5 psig	 4.5 prig	 35 standard cm 3 per sec
9.5 psig
	
B psig	 ----
20 psig
	
15.5 psig
	 ----
40 psig
	
32 psig	 ----
70 psig
	
55.5 psig
	
55 standard cm per sec
C
67-'n20`
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3,1.4.2.2 Choice of Operating Press!iro at Gold Leal:
In choosing the nominal operating pressure at the gold Leal: (Figure
3.0-1) the following considerations are of importance, (1) the pressure should
be easily controlled by the operator, (2) the pressure should be as high as
possible so a large output is obtained, and (3) the linearity of the instru-
ment should be such that the sum of the species is adequately close to 100
percent.
(a) The pressure should be easy to control.
The following experimental data was obtained,
Gold Leak Pressure
mm	 extremely easy to control
2.5 mm
	
very easy to control
23 mm	 difficult to control
(b) The pressure should be as high as possible to provide a large output.
(c) The linearity of the instrument should be such that the sum of the
species is adequately close to 100 percent.
Hydrogen,	 Nitrogen,	 Total,
Gold Leak Pressure	 Percent	 Percent	 Percent
I mm Hg	 23.8	 76.2	 100
2.5 mm Hg
	
23.6	 76.2	 99.8
5.0 mm Hg 22.6 76.8 99.4
23.0 mm Hg 18.7 79.9 98.6
(d) The output divided by gold leak pressure should be constant over a
pressure range of ±50 percent of the nominal operating pressure.
This data has not yet been obtained, but is expected to become worse
as the pressure increases.
On the basis of the data that was obtained, the nominal operating pressure
at the gold leak has been chosen to be 2.5 mm Hg.
3.1.4.2.3 Sensitivity of Gold Leak Pressure to Probe Pressure
The inlet system was designed to result in little fluctuation of pressure
at the gold leak (which would yield a nearly constant output at the recorder)
when the inlet pressure at the probe point "a" (Table 3.1-1) varied over a   
=:1	 ^..	 1.	 1 __.	 -_I	 1	 1
considerable pressure range. Test data showed that when the pressure of "a"
varies from 5 psid to 100 psid, the gold leak pressure changes by 0.2 percent.
Thus, the gold leak pressure is essentially insensitive to probe pressure.
'	 3.1.4.2.4 Sensitivity of Gold Leak Pressure to Gas Composition Enterinq Probe
The pressure at the gold leak, however, changes when the gas composition
changes that enters "a". The inlet pressure of gas in all cases is one atmos-
phere.
Composition of
Gas Entering "a"
i
10054 N Z	5 mm reference pressure
76% N 2 24% H 2	down 7rit from reference pressure
IOON H Z	down 26^o from reference pressure
IOOZ Oz	 down 2.35'j from reference pressure
100%, He	 dawn 46r from reference pressure
Thus, the gold leak pressure is composition sensitive.
3.1.4.2.5 Output linearity vs Gold Leak Pressure
In order to increase the instrument output, it is desirable sometimes to
increase the gold leak pressure. However, when this is done, the output
linearity changes at least for the gold leak used prior to serial number
35546. Data was not taken on serial number 35546.. The test was performed
on October 9, 1967.
Gold Leak
Pressure	 Divisions	 Divisions
mm Hg
	
Output	 per mm Hg
2	 265	 132.5
3	 396	 132.0
5	 667
	
135.4
10 '	 1343	 134.3
20	 2738	 136.9
30	 4126	 137.5
This shows that a 4 percent output error will result if the sensitivity
at 3 mm Hg is used for calibration, a 30 mm Hg pressure is used for a test,
and only a factor of 10 is considered in normalizing the test data to a 3 mm
gold leak pressure.
^cwrw[rr AINCSI;AHCH MANUFACTURING DIVISION 6 -.,v20
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3.1.4.3 Sensitive of Mass Spoctrometar
The sensitivity of the mass spectrom ,..Au r (C-17852' depends on several
variables. The data given is for thn mass spectrometers output being rccordcd
on the L & N ink pen recorder. One division represents 0.1 inch on thL
recorder.
Divisions	 10,000 (100 at aLtenuation .. 100'
Ionization current 	 20 microamperes
Gold [cal. pressure	 5 mm ilg
Gold leak conductance	 0.02 cros/sec
Serial number	 35546 (CEC)
Number of holes	 6
Ionization gauge pressure 	 5.8 x 10- 6 mm Hg
Date performed	 November 2, 1967
3.1.5 Future Action
3.1.5.1	 Heating Equipment
l	 Installation and checkout of the heating equipment for the pneumatic
selector switch, sample conditioner and lines to the pressure sensor and to
the water vaporizer, with appropriate thermal insulation, is in progress.
3.1.5.2 Temperature Monitoring
The temperature of all heated areas will be monitored. Thermocouples
will be used for sensing temperature. The read out device may be a Lcads
and Northrup indicator with push button selection for as many as 24 channels.
This work is in progress.
3.1.6 System Checkout
Checkout of the analyzer system will be continued using gases of knot-in
composition; the temperaLures, pressures, flows and compositions of the gases
at the analyzer inlet being determined by the probe.
The entire gas sampling subsystem should be tested under conditions
simulating at least some of the conditions that will occur during the com-
bustor tests. Two types of gas mixtures are of interest. One type is
molecularly mixed gases in which the heavy gas molecules and light gas
molecules are homogeneously mixed. 1'he second is turbulently mixed gases
(7. wcr*) AIRCSCARCH MANurAMURING DIVISION 	 ( *1 7020t_l	,M. R....,...,,	 Page 3- 13
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in which the heavy gas mbleculet Jnd 1 ight gal, molecules are not lwnoq;.,t4vul-:-1y
mixed; some zones being richer in heavy qas than Ih1lit gas and vita-versa.
The molecularly mixed case is the simpler of the two cases.
However, a test tins performed to determine the all! lity of the ^{a-^ somplinq
subsystem to accurately determine the volume percents of helium and nitrogen In
a molecularly mixed gas mixture. The mixture was 16 percent helium and 84
percent nitrogen. These gases were discharned through a Mach 3 nozzle and tlic
gas sampling probe tip was placed in the Mach 3 gas stream; the temperature was
ambient.
The test was conducted in order to find uut if the gas subsysteo indicc,tes
the same composition when sampling the mixture at a Mach 3 velocity, using tho
gas sampling probe, as when sampling that some mixture at nearly zero velocity,
not using the gas probe. The Lost setup used is shown schematically in Figure
3,1-5, "Schematic of Mach 3 TesL of Gas Sampling Subsystem." The composItIoil
or the gas was recorded before and after the test. The results are tabulated
below:
TABLE 3.1-3
GAS COMPOSITION AT MACH 3
Settling
E,	
Test Description
	 Chamber
	
Sample	 Composition of
(See Figure 3.1-6)	 Pressure	 Line	 Gas Sample	 Total
Pre-Test	 15 psig
	
A	 16.55 Hc, 84;' N Z	100.5
Test (using probe)	 500 psig
	 B	 16.5 He, 83.5%j N Z	IUOh
Post-Test
	 15 psig	 A	 16.0j He, 83.5, N Z	99.5,
Helium was used instead of hydrogen because of safety considerations.
The Pre-Test, Test, and Post-Test records are shown in Figure 3.1-6,
"Records of Mach 3 Test of Gas Sampling Subsystem." Photographs of the test
setup are shown in Figures 3.1-7, -8 1 -9. A drawing of the nozzle is shown
in Figure 3.1-10.
The composition of the gas as analyzed by the vendor was 15.0 j0.1 percent.
The difference between the analysis made by the vendor and the analyses made by
the writer has not been resolved. This may be done in the future, but is not
required for fulfilling the purposes of this testa The purpose of this test
was to compare the analysis taken by the probe at Mach 3 with the analysis
taken at essentially zero velocity. The sample taken at zero velocity was
taken from sample line A. Figure 3.1-9. It should be noted however, that the
composition of helium and of nitrogen were independently determined by the
writer. By considering only the helium or only the nitrogen, the helium per-
centage is 16 percent. Also, when adding He and N2, the total ranges between
t
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99.5 and 100.5 percent. The vendor only analyzed for He and a check for tnts L
equaling 100 percent: is not possible. This test compares the: analysis of tit-
gas when sampled under static and dynamic conditions.
Test results show that the analyses taken under the two conditions arc
the same, -1:I/2 percent. The drift of the total system for this run of 2 min
is I percent of full scale. This drift rate is about 10 times the rate that
normally occurs.
The significance of the test is that it shows the gas analysis subsysLen
Is capable of sampling supersonic gas fiow and indicating that the comp(** Lion
is the same as that when a sample is taken at static conditions (which it
should be). This applies to the particular gas sample used which was a molecu-
larly mixed sample (molecules of helium are evenly dispersed throughout the
nitrogen). The test showed that the pressure at the gold leak could adequately
be controlled and the type of record which will be taken during the combustor
tests is easily reduced to mole percent (or volume percent).
Filters were installed inthe inlet system to prevent particles from
fouling tho Scani-valve switch or plugging the inlet capillary.
	 Two filters
were used. One filter was located immediately upstream of tube No. 4
(0.062 in. ID, Table 3.1-1) and downstream of the 3.0 psig relief valve. One
filter was located immediately upstream of tube No. 7 (0.009 in. ID, Table 3.1-1).
Both filters are photo-etched-stainless-steel sheets with 0.006 n. die holes.
The filters were placed flat against the end of a 1/4-in.-tube and held in
place when the tube was installed In the swagelock fitting.
In the event the inlet capillaries become plugged during operation by
particles entering the probe from the gas stream, the location of the plugging
will be indicated by relief valve riot discharging gas to the atmosphere when
the probe is pressurized.
A switch has been installed on the mass spectrometer to allow operation
in any one of the following modes of operation:
(a) Peak selector not used (standard operation of mass spectrometer).
Output recorded on
(1) Ink pen recorder
(2) Light beam recorder
(b) Peak selector used. Output recorded on
(1) Ink pen recorder
(2) Light beam recorder
3.2 GAS SAHPLIHG/TOTAL PRES.SURC PROBE
3.2. 1 Problem Statcmmnt
A device is needed to collect and d i••trihutc a sample of ya:: frfi-m thu
internal supersonic flow field of a hyp,ar::anic ramjet engine. Thu rorrtltu.i,t
of the sample must be truly representative of the gas stream semplod. The
device must preserve the atomic balance of the constituents of the collected
sample. The operatin environments for this device include temperatures up
to approximately 5800 R, velocities of approximately 3500 fps, an oxygen rich
atmosphere, and the effluent gases of an oxygen-hydrr-gun burner. *file device
must be suitable for installation and use in both a fixed and traversing n;od,:
in a Variety of test configurations associated with a hypersonic r.')mjet er,ginc-
and cranponent test program.
3.2.2 Top ical Backqround
In order to determine oxygen-hydrogen combustor performance and date rmine
how it Is influenced by the injector gcomvtry, jBt penetration, and spreading,
the mixing of the effluent gases must be ascertained at several points in the
combustor with a probe. The probe must not be too large or it will block the
combustor flow and choke it. The probe and its support must also be cooled
in order to have sufficient life.
The gas mixture will be sampled during component and . engine tests. The
main objective wiii be Lo determine the mixing efficiency of the hydrogen fuel
and the airstream. Accordinj"y, it will be necessary to determine the atomic
balances to evaluate the extent of mixing. This approach is based on the con-
sideration that the combustor performance is mixing limited in the supersonic
combustion regime of greatest interest.
3.2.3 Overall Approach
It is difficult to get gas samples from a supersonic H 2 and air combustor.
Cooling requirements for the probe and its support, plus the necessity for
providing a coolant return so that no additional H 2 O is added to the combustor
flow dictates a complex design. Other major problems include capturing a
truly representative sample of the combustion gases from any desired point in
the combustor and preserving its composition while transporting it to a mass
spectrometer for analysis.
In order to capture a representative sample of the gas stream, the detached
bow shock, which exists around the leading edge of any body immersed in a
supersonic stream, must be attached to the probe inlet. This prevents segrega-
tion of the sample due to inlet spillage and deflection of the lighter mass
particles away from the inlet that would occur in the subsonic region behind
the shock. The problem of preserving the composition of the sample is limited
to preserving its atomic balance of H2, N Z , O Z , and H 20. No attempt will be
made to analyze for any molecular species since the equilibrium of the species
cannot be frozen when it enters the probe and would be subject to change since
it might not be completely combusted. To preserve the atomic balance, the
1	 6 7-'iO20
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water vapor in the samplo rnurt not Le allowed to conticnso on tho walls of ti,
probe or tubing transporting the araapIc to the gas onaIyzrr.
With the above requirement,: and constraints, a preliminary dcsif,n for it
gas sampling probe was made and analyzed to ensure adequate COO liI)% stIuct,.• 1
integrity, ease of fabrication, and satisfactory aerodynamic performance.
3.2.4 Analytical Design
lie further design analysis was required or performed during this report in-
per 
I 
od.
3.2.5 Desiqn Effort
The usefulness and capability of the gas sampling probe was inctnasec +o
include stream total temperature measurement. This was accomplishr.d by o:,o
of the calorimetric technique.
The application of this feature included the additior of a Janiels-type
flaw measuring section near the base of the vertical support tube tr, measure
gas sample flow rate and provisions for measuring coolant flow rate and tempera-
ture rise.
Another design feature added to the probe is the provision for measuring
stream static pressure. When combined with the total pressure measuring
capability, the static pressure measurement, with proper calibration, %-Iill
allow the determination of stream Mach number. The stream static measurement
is taken by means of a vial] tap through the outer tube just behind the
transition front
	
tapered section of the straight circular section near tho
probe tip. This zone is most desirable for its insensitivity to Mach number
(Reference 5.)
3.2.6 Manufacturing
Primary effort during this reporting period has been directed toward the-
fabrication of the gas sampling probe and the resolution of minor brazing
problems in the sequence of assembly operations. Figures 3.2-1 through 3.2-3
show most of the major parts and subassemblies, with the exception of the
gas flow measuring section and back pressure regulator valve.
3.2.7 Testing
Certain preliminary tests have been performed on the gas sampling probe
to date. These tests have included, in part, leak, proof-pressure, and flow
tests to determine pressure drops in the cooling system. The resuILS of the
test show that the probe will pass, 1.54 gpm at 200 psi pressure drop; the
predicted flow was'2.0 gpm at 200 psi pressure drop. 	 In addition, system
tests were performed to verify the ability of the probe to capture a repre-
sentative sample of gases from a supersonic stream of gases flowing at a
known mixture ratio and to determine operating characteristics and sample
transport times of the overall gas analyzing system. These test verified
the probe's ability to capture a representative sample of molecularly mixed
gases flowing at supersonic velocities.
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Figure 3.2-1.	 Probe Sting Assembly
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Figure 3.2-2. Probe 'r ibe assembly
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Figure 3.2-3. Gas Samplinq Probe and Sting Protective Cover for Large-
Scale Combustor Test Rig /Application (P/N 981055-I)
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Npurc 3.1-7 bhno thr test -atup'usvd for Lhc yatcm tests In which
the prcjo tip w,1a axpo ed too supersonic stream of aiabient terperaturt.
j	 gases in a known mixt!irc ratiF,.
i
3.2.8 !uture Action
Fabrication of the detailed parts and assembly of the backup prohe.r.ili
continue. Develup=nt tests Lo demonstrate mechanical intagrity of the probe,
adequate coolinq, freedom from flutter, and verification of tip design will
be performed. Calibration tests of the probe to determine the backpressuic
f	 required to attach the bow shock over the required operating range of strvr,o
I	 Hach numbers and calibration tests of We entire yns :Analyzing sy o y r.ili plc
performed. Celebration tests of the calorimetric total temperature t;.asurlrg
technique will also be performed.
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4 . 0 TEi4PERAIURE HEASURENENT SU©SYST17M
The temperature measurement subsystem consists ui the total tcrtperaluru
thermocouple and the double- sonic orifILu total temin;rature prole. Thr total
temperature thermocouple is discutrsnd in Paragr,ph 4.1 acid th , ! douirl,-^ot,ic.
orifice probe is discussed in Paragraph 4.2.
4.1 TOTAL TEMPERATURE THEP44000UPLE
4.1.1	 Problem Stolement
The objective of the total temperature thu •mocouple. program is thrt
development of a therwoolectric device to determina engine rxhaust tempura-
tures. The major areas of concern encompass the, response, accuracy, and life
of the device under severe exhaust flow conditions. These conditions cover
a wide span of combustion modes in which the exhaust environment may range
from a highly oxidizing atmosphere to one that is reducing or oxygen lean.
Two fundamental problems exists;
t" (a) Thermocouple materials ideally suitable for the task are not avail-
able. Available thermocouple materials have a limited life in such
a hostile operating environment and improved models are desired.
(b) Thermocouple uncertainty error's associated with the hot gas probe
heat transfer mechanisms during the variable gas flow conditions are
intolerably large and methods are required to reduce them to lower
values.
4.1.2 Topical Background
Investigations so far point to the tungsten on tungsten and 26 percent
rhenium combination as having the best overall characteristics suitable for
the HRE task.
Ir/Ir Rh combinations, which can operate in oxidizing environments for
longer periods show promise in applications where large known and assigned
systematic radiation and conduction errors are considered for purposefully
lowering the actual junction temperature.
4.1.3 Overall Approach
The total temperatu r e thermocouple task is one of combining materials and
developing fabrication techniques to assure sufficient probe life for the
application. This approach must consider the necessity of certain forced
tradeoffs of objectives due to the severe operating environment for the sensor
Cwwnw. AIRCW141r MANNIAtIURNO UIVkAM	 67-3020^	 L1t pKe .'. ui.lyr.•
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A test facility fo r thr• thcrmr,coupIu	 lrq&-unt progrc.n it, El"a11r.Lle.
Thy+ fol lowing approxir ata gas tca•Ipersturt!b can bt: rlhtaim. , d with tit,., rrn rt,y
avoII all )v for sensor testing; 	 5600 0 F vrith an o>. en and Iiydreyc:i cc.,biec.ti•m,
47000 F with a combination of hydrogen and air; and over SGCG°F with an e,.y!.rrn
and acetylene combination. The gar• mixturr-: tan b- controlled to permit a
broad range of temperatures and eondit it: nb,	 Supporting e:c;uipi%nL ineluelee^
strip chart recorders, a radiometer, an ol,ti4.a1 pyrnmuter, and other wriporo-
ture measuring equipment. Although tills lacillLy cannot duplicate all tho
operational engine conditions which the probe %till encounter, it does provide
the means to subject sensors to heat fluxes and temperature levr.if similar to
those encountered in acutal service.
4.1.4 Overall Statu s
Durin g the past quarter AiResearch recommended that developmcnt of an
exit total temperature probe be limited to completion and evaluation of the
double sonic orifice probe under construction, and that the use of this probe
be limited to the inlat total temperatu re for the control sy6Lam requilor,ients.
Justification for this cessation of development work on probes for measuring
the exit total temperature is based on the necessity for extreme accuracy
(0.1 percent) in this measu rement for determining equivalent chemical effi-
ciency of the combustion process.
The NASA reserved concurrence with this recommendation pending a compre-
hensive measurement analysis of all engine paramours and a detailed cvalua-
i	 tion of the work performed to date oil 	 exit temperature probe. Such
activity is in process and will be reported in the next quarterly report.
4.2 DOUBLE SONIC ORIFICE TOTAL TEMPERATURE/PkESSURE PROBE
4.2.1 Problem Statement
Devices are needed to measure the total temperature and total pressure in
the internal supersonic floe field of a hypersonic ramjet engine. These
devices must be able to operate in a temperature of approximately 5800°R, a
high velocity, approximately 3500 fps, oxygen rich atmosphere, and the effluent
gases of an oxygen and hydrogen burner. These devices must be suitable for
installation and use in a variety of test configurations for a hypersonic ram-
jet engine test program.
4.2.2 Background
In order to determine combustor performance and how it is influenced by
injector geometry, jet penetration, spreading, and mixing, total temperature
and total pressure at several points in the combustor must be measured while
the engine is operating. The probe concept and size are affected by the
necessity of keeping the combustor duct unblocked so it will not become choked
Also, the probe must be cooled to attain sufficient life to malto the tests.
^Cnuu•n^ AIRt;;LARCH MANUFACIUmNU MAN 	 67-3020
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iObt a  n i nn Lrmj,r r.?t urn v i ,d pr,:­ it I, 	 17'el'.'1 a - t • f ,,.: t' , 'iie	 .>..:.•..
and hydro;;un burner involve, many factor • . Thc•	 and ur,i:c,itP,cI
must be cuolud. 	 The coolant t.electcd nnui Ix co;p;tCibl• =.ith th. tint Ica ;1,,.,
10,,yLallaLlon, end taA objective1,. 	 In 111 eases di	 tr•c.cd hc• r ,-, , tha tint
objective5 have nec.e:,sitatvd circulation of Lh,t coolant throu'{h th,- Fro-,r.
Further, the test facilltles and cunfiguratiors using tl;t prO)v will ;.Ilk,., ti,,
use of two alicrnatu coolant fluids, hyciroq,,n and water.
4.2.3 Overall App ruac lt
One gas aspirating cooled probe da•.ign will br: Le!,tcd and fabrl(.z+tvd.
The probe shorn in Fiqurc 4.2-I w1 I1 Liu, used in the Pht,_r II suc,,:!nted cn
bustor Lest rig.
	
The probe is internally coil, l y d to a Lvmp,:ratIraj eoa,l?atii:l
with 5truCturaI requirements and Lhe aspirated air is cooled to about 23;j°;+
or less.
The probe dr,lects the total tempera Lure by two independent r.,r,thods: 	 th.
two-sonic orifice method, and the calorimetric method. The working priruiple,
of these methods are described in Reference 5. Both mcthod5 of temperature
measurement are incorporated in the some physical probe, For evaluating the
total temperature from the two-sonic orifice method, muasurcments of the lutdl
pressure in the inlet nozzle and total pressure and temperature in the+ second
nozzle are required. For the calorinaLric method, total pressure and total
temperature in the second nozzle, mass flout rate of the coolant, the inlet and
outlet temperature of the coolant, and a check valve for stopping the gas
aspiration to take tare measurements are required.
Since the flow of gas through the probe must be deadheaded to make a tare+
measurement of heat flux, due to the external free stream flow around the probe;,
a pressure transducer will be used to mcasuru total pressure. The free stream
total pressure may then be computed by using the Rayleigh equation as solvud
for a real gas.	 It is possible therefore, to make three determination. , with
the probe; total temperature by the double-sonic orifice ntothod, total temp-
erature by the calorimetric method, and total pressuru.
4.2.4 Analvtical Desi
No further design analysis was performed during this reporting period.
An error analysis was initiated to determine the expected error in the final
value for free stream total temperature and will be published in a separate
document
4.2.5 Design Effort
A design feature added to the double: sonic orifice probe is a provision,
for measuring stream static pressure similar to the gas sampling probe appli-
cation described in Section 3.2. When combined with the total pressure measur-
ing capability the static pressure measurement, with proper calibration, will
lcwHw^..• Aml°d N(Ol MANUI&JURINn DNLI011 	 67-30?0
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P	 i.
i71 Iow th•.! det^rrii not I w, of Irce St reS;l Mach nur!11t. r. 	 The 5 t i' I!,0 'trL i4
Ittent istaken by rleant, of a wall tap throunh the knuts • r tube just Lt • hinti Ili
transition from the talmrod st.cli pn to the straight circuI r ^vcIIon n 	 	 rh,
probe, 11p.	 This zone iC most d•tlrablL for its iI+!:tn5itivity tr+fir<h
(ReferLnce 5.)
4.2.6 Manufacturing
The double sonic arifIcc total temporature/pre5turc , probt. is fabrI4,.tt,d
entirely of corrosion resistant steel. All detail coinponent5 ar ltr fabrI",tve
and joined by conventional techniques.
4.2.7 Future Action
Fabrication of detai I parts and assetubly of thu probe wi i i eca,t inn.. tn .arcl
a timely IntrodULLIon into the combustor sugment Lett proyra., fcr or.•Lc t •W,1I,.o_
tion and development. Tests to demonstrate mechanical intectrity of the prrhe,
adequate cooling capability, and frecdow from flutter will be perfurtited. CeIi -
bration tests of the double-sonic orifice and calorimetric temperature m,.asurc-
ment features under simulated combustor conditions will also be perfonniud after
completion of the development tests.
eI
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5.0 E.MGII:C 'rE11rrRATUP,E 14F•.ASUREMFVT SIIRS',5TEIl
The temperaturu measuring system as contemplatt:d et the pre^.urt ti v1
employ Chrouhel/Cun:,tontan andG!minoIP `<N tharmncnupi^; motorial y .	 Thr: Chre,	 l,'
Constanton Will be used in the control circuit:. whir Ic ii,ur 	r. =..Itiviiy is
required over limited ranges.
	
The GLI11in0l "P and 11" will be used 'i'i rrc :r,Iirq
information which is applicable to the full ran:r, rc qui re.,u,: r,ss f;;r thr• rCI4
System used onboard the X-15, It is not contenpiated to uSc rc , tittiv- t'-n irt
devices in the instrumentation system.
5.1 BASIC SENSOR CONSTRAINTS
Constraints placed upon the temperature sensor selection by the engine
fabrication procedures generally limits the basic selection to the thnnnocoupic
type sensor. Metal temperature sensors must be capable of withstanding thu
temperatu re excursions encountered during the several braze cycles the engin-
will go through, Experience has shown that resistive devices Which uru com-
patible with this type of installation cannot be subjected to brazing cycles
of 2000O F without cxLrcmc calibration shifts. Physically the thermocouple
sensor is the only type which will readily adopt to the hot skin surface temp-
erature measurement configuration, Most mcasurand locations within the enyinc
require that the sensors be installed during the engine assembly. To retain
gas and coolant Lemperature leak integrity the sensor must either be InsLallod
during engine build up or if after build up, where accessible, in sensor wells
which make the measurement incompatible with the desired time constant require-
meets of the sysLum.	 In view of the fabrication constraints imposed on the
measuring system,the initial effort in the subsystem temperature measurement
investigation has been with the adaptability of the thermocouple to satisfy
the mcasurand requirement. In general,the flight engine is the design goal,
With the temperature instrumentation compatible with the PCM Input requirements.
5.2 THERMOCOUPLE 14ATERIAL
The thermocouple material has been selected to satisfy the range demanded
by the, readout system aboard the aircraft. Two avenues were considered to
meet the above requirements.
(a) Select a thermocouple material and attenuate the output by electrical
means to satisfy the range requirement, This approach will require
an attenuation circuit for each channel.
}
	
	 (b) Select a thermoelectric material combination which will closely fit
the full scale output of the temperature ranges desired•
t!
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Homotlenit:ty end tr• f^vrnlur-. >l.tbi i I ty rhorortcrist ice, c;f G, i 	 i r-':
mires arc bettor Ono the Chraelai/AlumcI 
pit 
rs. Th}s eo Lination htj:. on CNF
vs Tvwpereturc Output adllelt i •. eo:1'ipatiblc %.ith th^ signal c^•nditiali +u n•q,ie._.
ments for the rr,1 quIjt,lvnt.
•	 Limited knowledge was available for the camblnativos output in tiv . cry:-
gunic temperature region. 	 Calibration checks to the liquid hl,dren;;.n
indicated no E14F reversals or unusual characteristics negatir, thf. pussi++Ir+
use in this program. The temperature range is from 40°R ( -420°F to IBOU^R.
5.3 REFCRENCE JUNCTION
The temperature instrumentation system including the reference junc:lor
subsystum is grouped into four bade region,, each rc9ion to 5ati.,fy
the temperature instrumentation reference rcquirr,:icntd in that p lartion -.f th•i
engine. This approach makes it possible to reference the thermocouple cir-
cults and have sensor output leads without having to cross interface disconnrcts
which are potenCial thermoelectric error sources in areas of large temperaturvv
gradients. As shown in Figure 5.3-1 the power supply is accessible via the
Oft end of the nozzle section.
5.4 INPUT LEVELS
The PCM system aboard the Y,-15 aircraft requires that a :1:0 - 15 millivolt
or d0 - 5 volt full scale signal shall be available for recording of data
information. Ranging for maximum resolution must be conditioned to meet those
input requirements. All conditioning from the temperature measuring system is
anticipated to be 0 :H5 millivolts to the PCM. The use of any pruamplilicatiorz
circuitry is not planned for the temperature measuring system.
5.5 ACCURACY
Figure 5.3-2 shows the error band expected for flight version, con5ider-
ing the three basic errors of the system: the PCM, the Reference Junction,
and the thermoelectric deviation of the thermocouple. Accuracy of this system
rapidly falls out of requested tolerances below 350°R, mainly due to 1.111: PCi4
and Reference junction errors. The wide excursion of ambient temperature
range to which the reference junction is exposed accounts for an equivalent 3-
error to 65 0 F in the cryogenic regions. This is also true with the errors
a550ciated with the PCM. Three c errors for this system approach 100 0 14
 at
the extreme cryogenic temperature.
*Gaminol P&N is a Nickle Silicon (negative) versus a Nickel Chromium (positives,'
thermocouple combination and is manufactured by Driver Harris Company of
'	 Harrison, New Jersey.
i
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5.6 INSTRUMENTATION AND 'CONTROL INTERFACE
Consideration was given to the possible use of the same tempelatur^
sensors for COMM) and readout. This approach uas dropped becauseof possible
interface problems. The major drawbacks to the approach are. listed below.
(a) Control systems sensors must be ungrounded.
(b) Range is not compatible
(c) Possible system feedbaci: between control and instrumentation circuit,
when in parallel affecting the reliability of the systems.
(d) Time constant requirements different.
(c) Sensor Sunsitivity requirements not compatible.
To satisfy the circuit requirements, individual sensors and circuitry
compatible to each system requirements are to be used with the duplication
of the applicable sensors in discrete areas.
5.7 RESISTANCE SENSORS
The apparent large errors associated with thermocouple sensors in the
cryogenic areas, prompts one to look to other sensor types which may have
better low temperature characteristics and are compatible to the total instru-
mentation plan. Although the brazing cycle temperatures the engine encounters
during buildup (Paragraph 5.1) will generally rule out the resistive devices,
both semiconductor and metal.
5.8 ERROR REDUCTION
Rev'saw of the errors associated with the Flight Engine installation
indicate the major portion of the total error is associated in two areas of
the system.
(a) PCM Data Recording
(b) Compensating Reference Junction (due to ambient tempe'Oturc var
tions)
An appropriate reduction of the overall error can possibly be reduced by
further consideration and effort in these areas.
One approach with the PCM system can be an error analysis associated with
the time and environmental history of the total system, thereby reducing some
of the random errors to systematic errors capable of correction to the system.
Another approach which may be possible is to time share during flight a set of
precise voltage inputs to the PCM System using this as a calibration reference
(n^ v AIliC SF AKIN MANUI ta'I UIiiNG alVlilON	 67-3020
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for each channel of inforwation. 'These area. will require funht • r Invu-tic!er»
lion sIn,e it Is in this cotugory that a large reduction of th , 0),,ur all
system error appear, possible.
• In the thermocouple circuit the Reference Junction error ossoelated alth
the anticipated large ambient temperature changes are respuneIble for o major
part of the overall inaccuracy of the measurement.
Several possible approaches may be taken to reduce the error.
(a) Stabalixe the reference junction body so that it does not sec the
large temperature excursion. By this approach two things are
accomplished which will reduce the error.
l
(I) The percentage error which Is proportional to the o,ioent of
temperature excursion will be reduced.
(2) The limited ambient: excursion of the reference will allow a
smaller percentage error factor to be applied. Instead of
I percent of the ambient excursion a 0.5 percent factor • would
be applicable.
These approaches call for a basic refinement of the existing system.
Each will add to the complexity of the system and would be more beneficial
I	
in the readout of the measurements in the cryogenic ranges. Ground engine
tests may indicate that the need or total range on each channel is not
required and channels incorpora'rng the refinements may be selectively chosen
for the flight engine.
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